
What You Need to Know for PENCON 2021 
 
Does technology excite you or terrify you? I confess that sometimes it 
excites me, and sometimes it terrifies me. The COVID-19 crisis 
forced me to befriend platforms such as Zoom, and I’m learning to   

appreciate these modern ways to connect.  
 
 
For PENCON 2021, we’re using the virtual platform Crowdcast. If you attended PENCON last 
year, you can use your same login. If you’ve forgotten your login, follow the prompts when you 
try to log in, and you’ll be able to create a new one. 
 
Here are some ways you can prepare for the conference and replace your apprehension with 
confidence: 
 

• Crowdcast does not play well with all browsers. Its favorite playmate is Google Chrome, 
but Firefox works okay too. Do not use Safari or Explorer as your browser. To find out 
more about what works well with Crowdcast, read this short article: 
https://docs.crowdcast.io/en/articles/784-what-are-the-compatible-browsers. You can also 
test how well your browser plays with Crowdcast on that page. 

 
• You can access all sessions on your smart phone or tablet. The instructions for 

downloading the app are on the Compatible Browsers page. (Use link given above.) But, 
depending on your phone or tablet, you may not be able to access all the Crowdcast 
features. If you have an iPhone or iPad, do not use Safari as your browser. Use a laptop 
or desktop for a better Crowdcast experience. You can also connect your laptop to 
your TV and watch sessions that way. 

 
• To further alleviate apprehension, you can sign up to watch a Crowdcast demo: 

https://www.crowdcast.io/e/cc-demo-20200601. Yes, you’ll be asked to create a 
Crowdcast account, but that’s okay. Once you create a profile, all your PENCON friends 
will be able to see who you are when you post comments or questions in the Chat feature 
during the conference. 

 
• Crowdcast provides an Attendee Quick Reference Guide. Please read the guide, set up 

your profile, and check your tech setup. If you do this before May 12, getting into the 
conference will be much easier. Here’s the link: 
https://docs.crowdcast.io/en/articles/651701-attendee-quick-reference-guide 

 
• Zoom Fellowship Times. We offer morning and evening fellowship times so attendees 

can talk to one another face-to-face. The times and meeting IDs are listed on the daily 
schedule. Please remember to log out of Crowdcast before you log in to Zoom, and log 
out of Zoom before you reenter Crowdcast. Don’t have both platforms open at the same 
time. 

 
• On Tuesday, May 11, you may receive an email from Crowdcast with a link you can use 

for all PENCON sessions. Check your spam and junk folders—the invitation may end up 
there. Just in case you don’t receive the direct link from Crowdcast, here’s the alternative 
link you can use: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/pencon-2021. 

 



 
 
• We encourage you to log into Crowdcast 10–15 minutes before a session begins. Find the 

session you plan to attend under (more …) at the end of the SCHEDULE line under 
PENCON 2021: 

 

 
 

Click on the title of the session. That will take you to the countdown screen, and you’ll be 
ready when the session goes live. 

 
• Session replays will be available a few minutes after the real-time session ends. You can 

view these recorded videos until June 30. 
 

• We’ve created a Resources page on the PENCON website. There you’ll find links to the 
daily schedule, workshop handouts, the faculty and the prayer appointment schedules, 
special savings on books, and faculty book purchase links. 

 
• If you have any questions about the conference, please contact Cristel at 

admin@penconeditors.com.  
 
I look forward to connecting with you at the conference.  
 

Denise Loock 
Director, PENCON 2021 

 
 
 
O Lord my God, you have performed many wonders for us. Your plans for us are too 
numerous to list. You have no equal. If I tried to recite all your wonderful deeds, I would 
never come to the end of them. Psalm 40:5 (ESV) 


